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Letters to the Editor
Controller's Office

Student Center

"It is ourresponsibility as Seattle U com"/ have educated two older children in
private university settings and (was) never munitymembers,but moreas humans, touse
treatedthe waySU'scontroller 'soffice treated the resources of time and opportunity we
us. They wouldnot answer thephones for so have"available now to make change haplong during business hours or when they pen.
did, they would put us on hold for what
Iwould like to use this space to raise

—

seemed likeforever.

"

Itoo have to say that Iagree with Sarah

Bader who wrote about the Controller's office. She is absolutely correct in her assessment of the situation there at SU.
Ihavesubmitteda survey to SU (lastyear)
regarding ways of improving service, but I
was never contacted, thankednor responded
to in any way regarding theissues surveyed.
One suggestionI
had wastolook at howother
schools handle their controller's office. My
husband and Ihaveeducatedtwo olderchildren in private university settings (Knox
College,Galesburg, 111. and DenverUniversity, Denver,Colo.) and were never treated"
the way SU's controller's office treated us.
They would not answer the phones for so

—

long during business hours or when they
did, they would put us on hold for what
seemed like forever. The people in that department are belligerent, non-helpful, uncommunicative, bored with their work and
rude for the most part. And Iam the one

questions and awareness regarding the "environmental soundness" of the new Student
Union Building,slatedforcompletion inFall
2002, to and for students (especially), faculty, staff, and administration. Thisis partly
in response to the April 13, Special Section
article, "Home Hearth Bridge," about the
project, but mostly for the sakeof attaining
the new standards by which this building
should be created.
In 1994, when planning for this building
began and then againin 1999, theconsulting
boards took great care to respond to nearly
every need for which the university could
provide, i.e.: the "metaphors," which are
"home,hearth,bridge,villagegreenandshoppingcenter." In allthat time,not once were
the environmental concerns of the building
considered. Still, a mounting threat to our
environment often calls for immediate action inareas we can affect. This building is
oneof those. It is our responsibility as SU
community members, but more as humans,
to use the resources of time and opportunity
wehave available now to make changehap-

paying their salaries!
That office, the whole thing, needs to be pen.
springcleaned!Someone whoknowshow to
To the students:
This building is ours. It is a gift for us, to
deal with people, busy people, needs to be
made head ofthat department and personnel make the university like a home. Try this:
management classes should be mandatory. Yourparents wanttopaint yourroom, so one
The students and parents should be shown day while you're out, they paint it puce (a
thatSUcares more thanis presently apparent. nasty sounding color). They didn't ask you
Itoldour daughter right after she first regis- forinput or tellyou they were going to do it.
tered at SU thatIhave neverbeen treated so How do you feel? That's about how Ifeel
shabbily before in any business setting. I about the student center. People attending
encouragedher to leaveSU if she found the this school inFall2002 willneverknow what
same treatmentprevailed throughout theuni- goesandshouldgo into this building.It'llbe
versity setting. She too has recently had there.
Many thanks are due to the buildingplananother run in with the same group at the
Controller's Office. Sarah Bader's letter ners for all their efforts on our behalf, but
couldhavebeen hers,in fact Ithought it was! some crucial ideas and details were forgotShame on SU for having and upholding ten.
The fact is that we cannotcontinue to build
this unprofessional situation. Three cheers
Sarah
Bader.
for
and consume at our present rate if future
generations will be provided for. Change
Mrs.StephenR Stine
does not have to be scary, but we have to
allow it to happen. When we resist change
Denver,Colorado
we halt natural processes, and we hinder
potentialhappiness and comfort. We have
thecapacity right now tomake the newSUB
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more environmentally sustainable than it is
designedto be,and weare taking sure stepsin
the right direction. We should be playing
hopscotch, though!
Don'tlet this opportunitybypass you. You
have vocal cords. Exercise them! Here's
how:
With all duethanksand respect, thisis what
Iwant for our building:
-A place where we can be comfortable
knowing that the ecological footprint (the
total ecological impact a product, building,
person, etc. has,and itgoesmuch further than
you think) is an imprint in the sand, not a
meteorite's crater,
-A place that heightenspeople's awareness
toward their outside home via the structures
they live in and rely on, instead of allowing
the neglect of such essential knowledge to
continue,

-A legacy: This society thrives onahidden
principle of impermanence that is spiritually
disturbing. Insteadof "revisit[ing] thebuildingin the light of 2002" (April 13), we actually shouldbuild for 2202. Reduce theimportanceoftimeandmoney,andmake a building

that we're happy with today and tomorrow!
Students, since this building is ours more
than Theirs,let us say that werecognize the
threatened status ofour humanconnection to
the earth, and that weunderstand ouractions
shouldbeimmediatelyremedied. Thechanges
that can and should happen begin at home.
Where we are able, we must do what we
can, and not the least of what we can do, but
the very most. We can make this building an
example,and our campus as well, so instead
of "go[ing]" overwhat [it] means" (April 13)
to havea sustainablybuiltstudent center,let' s
think about what we are going to do. Let's
make the buildinga completely sound structure that serves a fuller purpose as a learning
experience now and in fifty years!
Indoing these things wecan livecomfortably right now knowing that our future is

—
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more sure.

Isay "we" knowing that Idon't represent
everyone's ideas and desires, but Ihope I
represent everyone's concerns. Every student shouldbe awareof the building'simpact
on our campus and the outlying human/natural community.
Don't be afraid to inquire! Pay attention
around campus in the next couple of weeks
and you might be surprised about what is
going on just above your heads. Stay tuned!
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line-up announced by SEAC
Quadstock
Fish,
Pinay, Jabali Afrika and The Wiseguys to play

Reel Big
NIC ROMERO
Staff Reporter

Late Tuesday night, SEAC confirmedthatthepopularska/popband
Reel Big Fish will headline
Quadstock 2000.
After weeks of hammering out
details,acontract was finallysigned
for May12.The lineup forthe year's
main concert on campus includes
four bands ofdifferent musical styles.
"The good thing about
this year'slineupis the varietyofmusic," saidPeachy
Lorenzo, VP ofPublic Re-

fessional comedian Buzz
Sutherland.
Doors will open in the Quad at
4:30 p.m. RHA's annual All-Hall
BBQ willbegin at 5 p.m.RHA will
servemeals in the Quad.
Quadstock is free forSUstudents
and others with the OneCard. All
others are $5 each.
The Wise Guys are expected to
begin playing at 5:30 p.m. A free

A regretful Domaoan stated he
was sorry for the hang ups, but he
just couldn't say who was going to
be playing next Friday night.
Though SEAChasbeen working
on the contracts for several weeks,

The band's agent originally was
asking for more than SEAC had
budgeted.The negotiation process
took a few weeks to work out.
Lorenzo was quick to add the
booking of a bandeven twoorthree

major labelband for free.

"Even though I'veseenthemlike
five times Idon't care," exclaimed
an enthusiasticMalia Kane."Iwant
the trumpet player, Scot

Snuffalofaugost or whatever his
months in advance was risky be- name is.He's so hot withhis sidecause tour dates change so fre- burns,bignose and tight T-shirts."
quently.
SEAC will help sponsor
"A lot of bands don't confirm Quadstock Week to promote the
until later." Lorenzo illuminated. concert. On Monday they will be
'Things might change."
giving away Otter Pops in the
"Lorenzo said SEAC Hawk's Nest.
OnTuesdayafternoon,RHA will
didn't want to announce
so
theheadliner until the con- be holdinganinterhal1Frisbee comtract was officially signed petition. Between 7 p.m.and 8:30
so they wouldn't have to p.m., S.U. student Justin Mcßride
lations for SEAC. "That
change thecardand disap- will be performing in the Lower
Malia Kane on Reel Big Fish's trumpet player
point people.
was one of this year'smain
SUB.
This wasa major reason
On Wednesday, a "Bite of S.U."
focuses."
Scheduled to open Quadstock beer garden for students 21 and
Lorenzoexplained thatSEAChas few fliers had been posted prior to will take place between 11a.m. and
1 p.m. in the Quad. At this event,
2000 is this year's Battle of the over willalsoopenaround this time. been working on getting a band
Bands winner, The Wise Guys. A
SEAC had been expected to an- since Winter Quarter. The organi"When we decided on the band clubs willbe sellingand givingaway
rock cover band, they received a nounce theheadliner Monday,how- zation gave their agent a $16,000 [before signing them], we didn't various items. Also, a student poever they hit unexpected difficul- limit to help them find a headline want to publicize the headliner," litical organizationwill be onhand
good crowdresponse at BOTB.
Pinay, an all-female R&B group ties. SEAC President Virgil band and came back with a select Lorenzosaid. "We figuredon word to register voters.
and Jabali Afrika, a reggae group, Domaoan emerged from a meeting group of bands.
of mouth [to spread the news]."
On Thursday,SEACand thePeer
will each play a 45-minute set to Mondayeveningwithno finalword
"It's was a financial situation,"
With the confirmation of Reel Eds willhavemocktails andkaraoke
round out the card.
about who would be playing Domaoan said. "We didn't have BigFish, many studentsare excited in the Lower SUB between 7 p.m.
about the possibility of seeing a and 10 p.m.
enough in our budget."
The event will behosted by pro- SEAC's main event of the year.

the bands could not be announced
untilallof thesignatures were final,
per the contract agreement. The
signing wasdelayed duetoSEAC's
advisor being ill.

hot with his sideburns,
" big nose and

"He's

tight T-shirts.

Earth Action Coalition questions the new
Student Center on environmental issues.
AMYJENNIGES

this year calling for SU to rethink o/ogy,Jennifer Jessen and Ciscoe
the project in termsofenvironmen- Morris of Plant Services, Nancy
tal sustainability. That resolution Gerou, Assistant Vice President of

Though they may no longer be
studentsonce thenew StudentCenter opens its doors,James Santana
and LizMeter are concerned about
theimpact thebuildingwillhaveon
the environment.
Santana and Meter, members of
Seattle University's Earth Action
Coalition, have raised questions
regarding the environmental
friendliness ofthe new structure.
The EAC opened this dialogue

passed, and will be formally presented to the |
Board of Trustees today.
The pair met last Friday
with Hank Durand, Vice
President of Student Development, and the
building's architect, Al
Bryant, to discuss the pos-

News Editor

what we identified as faculty,staff

and students who have a responsibilityforeither environmental stan-

James Santana,EarthAction Coalition

sibility of addressingenvi-
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WE'VE BEEN THERE.

4

He also says that SU can
ye moneyin the longrun
ieliminating the planned
r conditioningsystem and

;ing natural ventilationin-

Degrees of Freedom
Wf

Jg.

"This building is with us for the next 100 years.
"
We should build it with thefuture in mind.

ronmental issues.
Student Development and Joan dards orenvironmental education,"
They were joined by David Weiser, Project Manager.
Durand said.
According to Santana, the con"We wanted to bring together
with an ASSU resolution earlier Brubaker, assistantprofessor of bicerns addressedincluded
landscape issues and the
lossof trees,materials that
will be used in building,
theaestheticsof the build-

v

plutinum.
Santana is concerned over the
large trees that will be removed to
make way for thenew buildHe says there are no
irrent plans to replace the

After the meeting onFriday,thestudents, alongwithJessen
and Brubaker, were given the task
of comingup with their topproject
specific ideas and suggestions and

thoseideas' economic implications.
The group has two weeks to
present their ideas to Durand, who

ing withitshardglass and will reviewthem withthe architect.
"What we're going to try to do is
concretesurfaces and the
need for anair-condition- seriously addressthose that are do-

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students Later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I
do. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for thereasonable
price of $695.
I can answer -any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

ing system.

able andreasonable and at the same

Green Building Council.
"I think that the general impression was that
this building is a good
buildingin termsofenvironmental quality,"
Durand said.
Santana andMeter feel
that more can be done if
budget and time con-

SJ.
Durand saidthatnomaterialshave
been ordered yet for the project, so

With the current plans, time, keep the project within budthe building will meet a get," Durand said.
Those suggestions that are feabronzeLeadership in Energyand Designstandard, siblewill be passed on touniversity
a scale set by the U.S. president FatherSteven Sundborg,

...

thereare many possibilitiesforsmall

changes.
"We are consideringa lotof ven-

dorsthat wouldbeenvironmentally
sound," Durand said.

The students say they wish they
could have more time and help to

straints wouldallow for

research their ideas.
"That'sallthe time they'vegiven

"We shouldn't just
settle for the lowest posI sible award,"Meter said.
The LEED awards
range from bronze to

us," Meter said."There's no time

after that [for their input]."
"It'sunfortunate that it couldnot

See Environment on page 9
The Spectator
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ASSU Representative elections:
Meet the people who want to represent you at SU
MeghanBrady

Staff Reporter
It'selection timeagain! TheseSeattle University students
all want to represent an aspect of the student body for you.
Election day is May 9, 2000 so don't forget to vote.
AanyaBenton plans to worktoward unifying the commuter
and resident student body were sheelected as Junior Representative. "Ihope that by beinga part of ASSU,as the Junior
Representative, Iwill have the opportunity to make Seattle
University amore unified school,proudof who weare and the
education we are receiving."
Abi Jones isBenton's opponentfor Junior Representative.
"I want to breathe life into ASSU, through both greater
studentinvolvement and reinforcement of a focus on social
justiceissues," Jones said.Shebelieves thatifASSUdoes not
voice student opinion then ithas no purpose.
AdamAlbachand SimonFarrettaare vyingforSenior class
Representative.Albach is a junior who is willing to listen to
what is important to his classmates and representing their
opinion.

"Over the past three years, Ihave had the honor and
privilege of meetingsome of the most amazing and talented
people at our university," Albach said."Ihope to continue a
well-established relationship with my fellow Redhawks and
strive toachieve their needs. Together wecanmake a difference in the SU community."

,^m***sii
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http://go.to/votesimon

Farretta wants tohelpcreatean institutionthat supports and
facilitates the personal and professional development of all
students. "Seattle University is blessed with students who
understand that their contribution to the poor and disadvantaged, the environment,and the cause of social justice personifies leadership."
The current president of Frosh Council this year, Hector
Herrera, "relishedthe challenge of leading a fledglingorganization,"but as the sole candidate for Sophomore Representativehe "welcomes the challengeof being arepresentative to
an established institution."
Dave Crepeauhopes tobring the "idea that we'rekids and
we're here to have fun," to ASSU. Unopposed for NonTraditional Representative, Crepeau wants to spend more
time on the fun stuff. "This is thelast timein our lives where
we willever have more freedom than responsibility. Solet's
play."
As aninternational student well accustomed to this country, Adebola Okuribido, feels that that he will be able to
"fairly representthose whomare from the same,ormoreof a
diversebackground than mine, on the council."
Alan Vu and Chris Canlas oppose each other for the
position of Minority Representative. Vu has seen Seattle
University grow more diverse every yearand thinks that the
"school needs to make adjustments to accommodate the
diverse student population." He feels that his close contact
with the Office of Minority Student Affairs and officer
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munity more.
"Donot follow wherethe path may lead.Go insteadwhere

thereis not path andleave a trail," sumsup Farnum's outlook
on the position of At-Large Representative.He expects a
student government to run efficiently and make student life
easier.

See Candidates on page 9
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positions in theUnitedFilipino Cluband VietnameseStudent
Association qualifies him for the position.
Canlas intends to foster an environment that upholds the
values of personal dignity, civility and mutual respect, as
outlined in Seattle University's statement on diversity. He
offers himself "as an individual acting to promote [communication] between the student body andadministration."
Three students are competing for the positionof At-Large
Representative, Matt Sanderl, Mick Souders and Andy
Farnum.Sanderlhopes to"heighten the legitimacy andvisual
presence ofASSU." He will bring specific ideas to the table
rather thancriticism.He promotes the creation of a Commissioner of Publicity "to reach out to students about programs
and issues to bring the student body into a closer unit on
pertinent issues."
Souders views ASSU as a "mechanism to pressure the
administration of Seattle University to pay attention to the
very people that it is supposed to be accommodating: the
students."He hopes to bring ASSU into the university com-
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Alleged attack
outside Bellarmine
STEVEN P. FORD

Editor-in-Chief
A Seattle University community
member was allegedly assaulted
recently near campus.
According to a report filed with
CampusPublic Safety,last Sunday,
April 30, anSU student was allegedly assualted by at least one, possibly twopeople,around 8:30p.m.

just south of E. Columbia on the
west side of 12th Aye near

BROOKE KEMPNER/PHOTO EDITOR

Fiesta Mexicanaperformsfor students in thePaccar Atrium in honor of Cinco de Mayo, a celebration of the

defeat ofNapoleon111byMexican troops.

U-Wen Lee
Staff Reporter

hiring the band,bothof which were
Cinco de Mayo isa Mexicannaby
everyone.
well received
tional holiday recognizingthe anni"Wehope that people donotcon- versary of the Battle of Puebla in
SeattleUniversity's Movimiento fuse the Cinco de Mayo with the 1862, in whichMexican troops,unEstudiantil Chicano de Aztlan Mexican IndependenceDay.They derGeneral IgnacioZaragoza, out(M.E.Ch.A.) club hosted their an- are two different occasions,"Erika numberedthree toone,defeated the
nual Cinco de Mayo celebration Castafieda,president of M.E.Ch.A. invading French forces of Naposaid.
yesterdayin the Paccar Atrium.
leon111.
In conjunction with the Interna'This year we are handing out
Cinco de Mayohasbecomecomtional Student Center, for the sec- flyers at each table. Hopefully we mercialized, according to a flyer
ond consecutive year, volunteers can educate people about the sig- M.E.Ch.A. handed out. Many
were hard at work throughout the nificance and traditionsofCincode people see this holiday only as a
morning to ensure that the hour- Mayo," Castaneda added.
time for fun and dance.
As the four-piece band churned
Over the years, Cinco de Mayo
long celebrationwouldbea rousing
success. One of the afternoon's out familiar tunes like "Macarena" hasbecome moreofaChicanoholievents was a performance by the and "La Bamba," a raffle drawing day than a Mexican one. Interestwas heldin which prizes,such as a ingly,itis celebrated intheU.S. on
mariachi band FiestaMexicana.
An estimated200 studentslined
up for a free platelunch, comprised

of rice, beans, nachos and traditional MexicanCame Asada,a type
of barbecued beef. The ISC was
responsible for the food as well as

backpack worth $150 and restaurant vouchers, were handedout.
Due to the morning's inclement
weather,the event wasmoved from
itsusuallocation in theQuad to the
Pigott Building.
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amuch larger scalethan inMexico.
People of Mexican descent in the
U.S. acknowledge the festival
through parades, mariachi music,
folkloric dancing and other tradi-
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The Old Substati n
1010 East Cherry
Just Soutn of Seattle University's
Lemieux Library &
Across the Street from the Murphy Apts.
Friday,May sth
9:OOAM - 6:OOPM
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" Books(Theology,History, Fiction,Special Sets, & More)
" LP's (Classical, Jazz, Soundtracks, Pop, Oddities)
" Old LibraryEquipment & Supplies
PURCHASING DEPT

"Misc. Equipment

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!!BARGAINPRICES!!!

SAME DAY PURCHASE AND
REMOVAL OF ALL MATERIALS
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Bellarmine Hall.
In thereport,the victimdescribed
that the unknown assailant(s) hit
the victim over the head with an
unidentified object.
The victim later went to a hospital and was treated andreleased.
Campus Public Safety is asking
that anyone with information regarding this incident please contact
them at 296-5990. Look forcontinued updates on the case in upcomingissues of The Spectator.

Margaret Pageler
Seattle City Council President Margaret Pageler will appear on
KSUB89.1FM duringtheNewsHour withJoshuaRussertandSonia
Ruiz 11 a.m.until noonon FridayMay 12, 2000.
E-mail yourquestions to themost powerfulcouncil member soshe
can learn what wecare about, Teendance ordinance,civility laws,
noise ordinance, the WTO, etcetera,etcetera.

russerj@seattleu.edu
Post your questions with name, major and year. Deadline is
ThursdayMay 11 Please,no calls to the station during broadcast.

.
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SU College Bowl
Students face offfor prizes
AMY BARANSKI
Staff Reporter
Students met the challenge of
trivia last week at Seattle
University's annual College Bowl.
Opponents sat opposite eachother
and rang in when they knew the
answers.
Spectators loungedaroundinthe
lobby of the Student UnionBuilding whilethecompeting teamschallengedeachotherwith their knowledge.
TheSU CollegeBowlisdesigned
after the national College Bowl.
The questions that are asked at SU
come inapacket from thebonafied
College Bowl.
"It's just one more activity that
givespeoplea chance to flaunttheir
trivial knowledge," Megan
Maguire,student coordinator ofthe
event,said.
Maguiresaidthat only five teams
competed this year.Due to the small
number of participants, the Bowl
was only held one night last week.
'There wereabouttwice as many
[teams] last year,"Maguire said.
The teams that competed were:
TheFlobs, B.S.ers, Cinco Amigos,
YouGuys Suck, and Ugulinos.
Junior Jimmy McArthur moderated the event and had to ward off
false answers that came from onlookers.
Two teams offour opposed each
other and competed for a toss up
question. The team that won the
toss up question was then asked
another question for extra points.
Points were only deducted from

answered incorrectly
before the moderator was finished
asking the question.
Students competedfor prizesthat
ranged from a $200 to $75 valueof
gift certificate for restaurants. The
teams that came in fourth and fifth
place each won a cake that was
decorated with "College Bowl
2000."
Victor Hanson-Smith, a frosh
whocompeted in the Bowl relayed
that thequestions were ofmoderate
difficulty and random.
"It was something fun to do, and
it was a good diversion from the
daily grind," Hanson-Smith said.
Hanson-Smithplayedon the team
"YouGuys Suck."Theylost intheir
first round and received a cake.
"Our prize went stale," HansonSmith said.
The Flobs took home the grand
prize, a $200 gift certificate to a
steak house.
Junior physicsmajor, BenBurrill
was on the winning team. He said
that they guessed on some of the
answers.
"It was all 75 percent guessing
and 25 percent of beingencyclopedias ofuseless knowledge," Burrill
teams that

said.

George Teodoro,a sophomore in
thehonorsprogram,helped the team
out withhistorical questions.
Other team members included:
Connor Principe,asophomorepsychology major and AndyBuyerley,
a junior mathmajor.
The new champions will get a
chance to reignagain at next year's
challenge.
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Students campaign to join anti-sweatshop groups.
May 4, 2000

to observe, rather than having a set code for
schools to adopt. Thecodes of conduct must
include certain provisions, such as a living
wage, prohibitions ofchild and forced labor
and protection of workers' safety. Schools
also havea larger say in the WRC, with six of
its 12 advisory council members representinguniversities and colleges.
The FLA has only one school representative, with the majority of their board members representing corporations and human
andlaborrights groups. Itdeals withclothing
companiesbeyondthose associatedwithuniversities and colleges, and it has a set code
that schools can require manufacturers to
"Some might view theWRC as radical,but sign.
Shaw and the other students are concerned
we believe that it is progressive, and as a
school thatis socially conscious, weneed to that joining theFLA, withitslooser structure,
always be looking for the next step," Russert wouldnot provide accurate enoughinformation toevaluate the companies the bookstore
said.
newness,
sports teams buy from. They worrythat
ofits
the
WRClacks
the
and
Because
setoutrules and regulations thatthe FLAhas. the FLA has too much representation from
It allows schools to write their own codes of
See Szveatshops on page 9
conduct that they wantassociated companies

rently wants to further investigate the individual groups and the part that the university
would play in them.
"Thishas tobe carefully looked at because
you are dealing with people's jobs and lives
whatever you do," Father Sundborg said. "If
you switch from one company to another
because someone says their manufacturing
plant is not following the right practices,
you'regoing to affect thelives of the people
of the company you left."
While they presented information onboth
organizations, Russert and the other representatives are pushing for the university to
join the newer and stricter WRC

Get to Know the Fair Labor Organization
and the Workers Rights Consortium
FairLabor Organization
" Founded in1998 as a partof the ApparelIndustry Partnership, acoalition initiated
Brooke Kempner /PhotoEditor

Students haverecentlybrought concerns about where,andunder whatconditions, university
apparel is made.
Sweatshops for notenforcing stricter regulaBrooke kempner
tions.
Photo Editor
In response to complaints with the FLA,
In an effort to prevent sweatshop usage, USAS and student groups from several unistudent representatives met with Father versities formed the WRC, which held its
Stephen Sundborg, SJ, last Monday to dis- founding conference in April of this year.
cuss joiningseveral organizationsthat would The WRChas nocorporaterepresentationon
monitor university associated apparel com- its advisory board, insteadhaving morerep-

panies.
Students Molly McCarthy, Mahela Shaw,
JoshRussert and Marina Chapmansay they
want the university tobe moreconscientious
in deciding which companies to buy Seattle
Universityapparel from.Theseconcerns will
effect the apparelwhich is sold in thebookstore and uniforms and gear for SU sports

"As a Jesuit University we I
shouldbe concerned with corporations that use sweatshops,"
Shaw said.
Monday'smeeting further examined the university's options
in becoming part of the Fair Labor Organization or the Worker
RightsConsortium. Bothorganizations workwithuniversitiesand

tories.

The students brought the issue forward to
Father Sundborg a weekearlier,emphasizing
that it is within the university's interest of
promoting social awareness to monitor the

"As a Jesuit University we
shouldbe concerned with
corporations that" use
sweatshops.
Mahela Shaw, Senior
Communication

colleges to help promote decent
working conditions in the factories that supply apparel to the
universities and colleges.
In response to reports of human rights
violationsin factoriesof companieslikeNike
and Adidas,the FLA and WRC were formed
to provide a monitoring system that could
verify complaints and set workingcondition
standards. TheFLA alsomonitors for organizations other than schools.
In 1996, the White House created a coalitioncalled the ApparelIndustry Partnership
in an effort to combat sweatshop practices.
Out of this coalition grew a code of conduct
for workplacesand the nonprofit FLA.Comprised of members from the apparel industries, labor and human rights groups, and
college and university representatives, the
FLA has been criticized recently by organizations such as UNITE (a division of the
AFL-CIO) and United Students Against
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resentatives from universities. It hopes to
create a set of codes that will enable schools
to better judge the conditions in apparel fac-

conditions of clothing factories by joining
one of the groups.
Father Sundborg agreed that concern for
the rights of laborers who produce apparel
bearing the SU logoisahighly relevant issue
that shouldbe addressed.
"Myparticular respect for the studentsthat
came to us is thatthey came to usessentially
sayingthat the Jesuit [and]Catholic tradition
of Seattle University is one that places a
priority on justice and educationfor justice,"
FatherSundborgsaid. "Therefore,it's really
incumbent upon a university likethis to take
a real look at this issue of the sweatshops.
That's a very convincing argument, and we
certainly welcome it."
Father Sundborg foresees that the university willtake action andjoin oneorbothof the
organizations within the year, but he cur-

by the White House.
" Composed ofal4 memberboard:six representatives from clothingcompanies,six
representatives.from human and labor rights representatives, one university/ college
representative anda director.
" Offerspartial disclosure to thepublic. Releases anannual report to public stating
whetherfactoriescomply withthecode.Resu\tsaresenttotheFLA6odaysafterrepotls
are submitted to the company.
Has a set code of conduct that universities adopt when theyjoin.
Companies rank their own factories as to which are most at risk and shouldbe

"
"

J

I
I

j

I

monitored.
" 135 schools are members, including Boston College,Creighton University, and 1
Santa Clara University. Has five Jesuit university members.
"Is funded throughcompany anduniversity dues andfederal money. Companies are
reimbursed for the cost of monitoringby the FLA withfederal funds.
" Monitoring visitsare canbe either announced or unannounced.
" Every factory is monitored every yearby internal company monitors. Five to 30
percent of a company's factoriesare monitored annually by external inspectors.
" Provisions for code include the right to organize and collective bargaining,
protection of workers'health and safety,compliance withlocal laws,and prohibitions
ofchild labor,forcedlabor.
"Internal monitors arechosen by thecompanies. Allmonitors must be accredited by
theFLA.
" Has a third party procedure to investigate complaints.

Workers Rights Consortium
"Foundedin April 2000and wasdevelopedby United Students AgainstSweatshops,
humanrights groups, workers andworker alliedgroups and universityrepresentatives.
"Composedof al2memberboard:six members from varioushuman andlabor rights
groups and unions (non-govemmental organizations), three from United Students
Against Sweatshops, and three from universityadministrators.
" Offersfulldisclosureoffindings topublic,includingname,location andthe specific
conditions of the factory.
" Has no setcode of conduct for companies. Instead has a setof requirements that
schools must address in writing theircodes.
" Provisions sameas FLA except that there are also specific provisions for women's
rights, excessive overtime and living wages.
" Universities and the WRC determine which factories to monitor based on worker
complaints and reports. Will proactively monitor areas most at risk.
" 46 schools have become members since founding, includingLoyola University
Chicago,LoyolaUniversity New Orleans,and Georgetown.Has fiveJesuit University
members.
" All monitoring visits are unannounced.
" Has not developeda comprehensive system of monitoringfactories yet.
"Monitors are all from local NGO'sor human rights groups.
" WRCreceives and verifies workers complaints of abuses directly.

WRC home page: www.workersrights.ore
FLA home page: www.fairlabor.org
United Students AgainstSweatshops: www.umich.edu/~soie/usas
Sweatshop WatCh: www.sweatshopwatch.org
7
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Candidates: representative
elections are next Tuesday
From page5
Teresa Abellera and Annette
Gaethe are running for Commuter
Representative. Abellera's candidacy reflects her concern not only
for SU as a whole, but also her
concern for the student body. She
values the importance of student
input and involvement in affecting
positive change and feels that her
volunteeringexperienceat SU and
in the community qualifies her for
the position.
Gaeth has been working in the
ASSU office for a year. She has

seen the programs that get students
involved from her own involvment
on campus. As far as commuter
issues she wants to work on, she
sees room for improvement with

"easy access to on-line resources
and e-mail, daycare, carpool and

parking issues."
Carl Bergquist is an unopposed
candidate for Resident Representative.
"I want tocreate a positive atmosphere on campus by workingwith
thestudents thatlive here, and toget
students moreinterested in thepolitics of ASSU," Bergquest said.

Environment: students challenge
SU to improve Student Center plans
From page 4

man and ecological structure,"
Metercontinued.
Both students are glad that the
conversation aboutthese issueshas
continued past the original resolution.They both point to the fact that
Durand has been open to their suggestions, and willing to listen and
help.
Santana and Meter see the main
problem as time and money constraints, not an unwillingness to
make the building environmentally
sustainable.
'Thisschoolcan do somuchmore

collaborative effort."
'Time and money are just not as
important as people's comfort,"
Meter said,regarding the aesthetics
and loss of greenery due to the
project.
The project's budget is $32 million, and is on schedule to break
ground next spring.
'This buildingis with us for the
next100 years," Santana said. "We
should build it with the future in
mind."
"We need to help the Student if they're willing to loosen conCenter fulfill its potential as a hu- straints," Meter said.

Sweatshops: where are
SU clothes comingfrom?
Continued from page 7

corporations, andtherefore isunable
to giveentirely objective reports on
the status of the factories. In
addition, the students see joining
the WRC as a way to help set a
precedent for university dealings
with apparel companies, since the
organization is so new that it isstill
writing its rules.
"We went to Father Sundborg
saying the FLA has shown it isn't
workingand that joining the WRC
would give SU aseat at the table to
help set the policies," Shaw said.
"The WRC is a group more concerned with ourdesires, wants,and
university representation," Russert

able to tell if the companies have
problems wouldbe for us to actuallygodown there and inspect them
ourselves," Chapman said.
Chapman and the others believe
that joining the WRC wouldhelp
alleviate this problem buy providing a way toevaluatethecompanies
they have questions about.
Through the WRC, universities
can influence which factories are
inspected. Ifthemanufacturingprocesses of a particular itemor brand
name were to fallinto question, the
WRC wouldmonitor that factory.
The student representatives will
continue to meet with Father
Sundborgand other members of the
university community as they find

said.

According toDenis
SU's
Vice President ofFinance, the university
bookstore currently
uses the FLA code of
conduct whendeciding which clothing
brand names to put
Ransmeier,

theSU logoon. The

code does not ensure
thatthecompaniesactually observetheuniversity standard,

"Right now the only way
we'dbe able to tell if the
companies have problems
would befor us to actually
go down there and inspect
"
them ourselves.
marina Chapman, junior

though.
"At this point wehaveto trust the
company's word that they are in
compliance with the code,"
Ransmeier said.
Some of the companies SU buys
from are Nike, Adidas, Gear and
Reebok. Whetherthe companies are
in violation cannot be determined
with theinformationavailable,since
few reportshavebeenmade public.
"Rightnow the only way we'dbe
The Spectator

SECURITY REPORT
JIM RENNIE
StaffReporter

Campion Hall resident adviser the case hasbeen turnedover to
who reported a loud "banging the conduct system for further
noise" coming from somewhere investigation.
Auto Strip
on their residence hall floor.
Stolen Laptop
Uponarrival,CPS staff noted
community
memcampus
A
thesmell of possible burnedfireber reported the some of the ve- worksand found aburn mark on
A campusmember reported to
hicle insignia/lettering was re- the sink in the men's restroom. Campus Public Safety the theft
moved from the exterior of his CPShas furtherleadsin the case, of a lap top computer stored in
vehicle on Tuesday, April 25.
andis continuing to investigate. their office in the Engineering
parked
The vehicle was
in the
Building.
1lth and East Marion parking
The theft was noticed on
Wednesday, April 26at 11:30
lot when the vandalism occurred. CPS has no suspects
a.m. CPS investigated, but
in the case.
could findno signsof forced
entry. The report has also
been
filed with SeattlePolice
Suspicious Man
Department.
OnMondaymorning, April
Ouch
24, at 8:30 a.m., Campus
Public Safety received acall
On April 25,a female resifrom a woman reporting a
dence hall resident twisted
suspicious man in the
andfoot while walkherankle
Library.
Lemieux
the
Xavier Hall baseing
in
The woman reported that
hallway.
she had seen the man fondling More Malicious Mischief ment
A building employee called
himself publicly in a previous
and a Seattle Fire DepartCPS
encounter.
OnApril 25 around11:15 p.m.,
CPS staff respondedandmade a CPS officer on patrol heard a ment aidunit was summoned to
a complete check of the area bottle break as it was thrown examine the victim. Thewoman
with the female caller, but the into the wall of a private busi- was transported to alocal hospiman was no where to be found. ness across the alleyway from tal for medical attention.
XavierHall.
Informationin SecurityReport
Malicious Mischief
TheCPS officer investigated,
is
provided by the Seattle Uniand found a broken alcohol
versity
Department of Public
On Tuesday, April 25 at 8:52 bottle.
Thereareadditional leads,and Safety.
p.m., CPS recieveda call from a

abound campus...
MollyMcCarthy

Staff Reporter
used equipment sale!

TheLibraryandthe PurchasingDepartment willbehavin' abigoV saleFriday,May5 andSaturday,May
6. They'll be hawkingused office furnitureand equipment,books, music, and library supplies at 1010East
Cherry (the old Substation, across fromCampion), from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Stop on by and grab some great
oldSU equipment!

business elkics events

Alfred Gini, Managing Editorof Business Ethics Quarterly and graduate professor of the Institute of
Industrial Relationsand the Departmentof Philosophyat LoyolaUniversityofChicago, willbe oncampus,
speaking twice on May 5. First, a lecture/continental breakfast, "How to publish in Business Ethics
Quarterly," inPigott 416, at 10 a.m.Then he will speak at a lunch discussion, "Case study discussionfor
Business Ethics," inPigott 100, at 12 p.m. For both events, RSVP to 296-5700.

Jerusalem an«l ■■lamleclure

Hatem Banzian, professor of Arabic and Islamic Law, UC Berkeley, will present "Jerusalem and its
Position in Islamic Consciousness," on May 5, in Wyckoff Auditorium, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Ike play's Ike iking
Monday,May 8 thru Sunday, May 13, the SU Drama Department will present "A Cabaret Evening,"a
range of charming acts,and "Harlequin's Lessonsin Love," by Marivaux,in the VachonRoom in theFine
Arts Building. All performances are at 7:30 p.m., save theSunday performance, which is at 2:30 p.m.

Sociology

more information on the process of
joining the two organizations and
comecloser to making a decision.
"I welcome this situationbecause
it's an educational one,and Ithink
it's a good educational issue for
Seattle University and for ourcommitment for justice, and also our
commitment around ethics and doing things responsibly," Father
Sundborg said.

uianl!" ke a JeJcemmie?
Ryan Sawyer, an SU grad who works at Amazon.com, will lecture on "Careers in a dot.com," on
Wednesday,May 10, from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Pigott 208.

creative writing reading

Michael Byers, Guest Writer in Residence, short story writer,author of TheCoast ofGood,and winner
of the O.Henry Award, will readhis work on Wednesday, May 10 in Schaefer Auditorium, at 2:30p.m.
Put your eventin this column bye-mailingMollyMcCarthy atmcubed @seattleu.edu. All the cool people
are doing it.
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FRAG
The Fragments 2000 poetryreading and art show took place onTuesday,May 2. Sixteen Seattle University studentsand
faculty read their original poetry to a packedhouse in the Casey Atrium. Following the readings, the Kinsey Gallery was
openedto showcase the artworkof 24 studentsfeatured in Fragments. Highlights of the readingincluded Scan P.Riley's
Reading of "Kissing Walt Whitman," which took first placein the Honors Poetry contest, and Roxane Marie deGuzman's
moving tribute toher mother, which brought somemembers of theaudience totears. Theartwork featured inFragments will
hang in the Kinsey GalleryuntilMay 19. Copies ofFragments 2000 are available for purchase in the EnglishandFineArts

Departments for $3.

Sophomore Scan /'. Riley readshis poetry before a rapt audience.

homeland
It separates from the skin
with the sound of
rending fabric.
As she pours the salt
the flesh of the mango
begins to glisten like
the birthof a wound.
Outside the window
rain falls with the soundof

moving too fast cannot get control.
llsl'Ps'lhe ride lasts v moment, "y star fades.
Smile, I sold m\ heart lor pleasure.
Tears vaporizein the atmosphere.
Iamburning up,but Iam still nitrogen cool.
I
hit the ground,
Ishatter like glass,
everything turns black,
Iscatter and lose myself.
Smile, Isold my soul for nothing

and was given worthless desires to crave,
After this Iam still nitrogencool.

/?lexandep oontpei°as

disguises the taste of

Itcomes from Cebu
she says and
slips the shiny
chunk ontoher tongue

lpene/?nuiacion

REED CARPENTER
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BROOKE KEMPNER / PHOTO EDITOR

FatherSundhore discusses the artwork with Tom Reroprnn
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Heather Feheley
Arts &Features Editor

TOM BERGERON
Arts &Features Designer

STAN THEVENITZ

I.
As he lay dying, he whispered,
"Iwill meet you in the garden."
She closed her eyes quickly.
Hoping to beat him there.

11.

Last night Ifell from a cloud.
It did not hurt until Iawoke.
The grass-stain on my nightgown
willnever wash out.
111.
Tonight Ishall go to sleep
at six o'clock, and wake at noon.
Imust tiavel from Rome to Canada,
and kiss the foreign men on the way.
IV.

NORI MORIOKA

If you hold my hand tightly
Perhaps you can go with me.
If you don't enjoy yourself,
Tomorrow I'llgo with you.
V.
IfIdiein my sleep,
Do Ilive in my dreams?
Iwouldchoose the one with you.
When wechased the zebras.
f|?eyei»

Shawna joyBehling

BRANDY

fussing Walt Whitman

WE^Wgt,

We came into abigbright ballroom,
where everyone wasdressed in abigbright tux
and penguin-men withlittlemartinis floated furiously around.
There was a white man quartetand everyonehad their nose in the
ceiling.
Walt and Iwere talking to the Ginsbergs from Cambridge.
Walt said, in discussion,
"Dear friends, 1 am large—
Icontain multitudes."
Ifelt so proud ofhim.He was mine. Not theirs.
"Goddamn, Walt, sometimes you can hit it right on the head," Isaid
looking into hisblue eyes,
"and you look so handsome tonight.
Kiss me, you fool."
And we kissed while the others stared at our brash ravenous selves in
the bigbright ballroom.

§can

P fpiley

Brooke kempner / photo editor

MicheleMcCue readsher poem entitled, "Writer's Block.

"
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Meet the Fragments 2000 Editors:
The three students who worked to publish SU's annual art and literary magazine

Jennifer Elam
General Editor

Junior, English andHistory
Hometown: Grand Ronde, Ore.

Favorite Poet: RaymondCarver
Favorite Artist:Frida Kahlo

Career Plans: To work for (and one day own) a publishing company.
"
Why didyou want to workforFragments? I've always loved poetry.Istarted writing
when Iwas 14, 1took a poetry class in high school and waspublished my sophomore year.
During my junior and senior years of high school, Iwas the editor of my school's literary
magazine. Iwas on the Fragments staff last year and decided Iwanted to be more involved
this year."
Quote: "We have a great English/Creative Writing department at SU, and Ithink people
don't get to see that very often. Fragmentsis a great way to show people the talent of the
student writers and artists on campus. Having the reading and art show really showed
firsthand the student creativity at SU. We had more submissions than we expected, and it was
pleasantlyoverwhelming."
BENSTANGLAND /PHOTOEDITOR

Tom Bergeron

Graphic Design and Layout Editor

Senior, visualart

FavoriteArtist: Pablo Picasso

Hometown: Ross, Calif.
FavoritePoet: Oscar Wilde

CareerPlans: To win the lottery.

Why did you want to workfor Fragments? "I've always been interested in graphic
design, andIthought it wouldbe great experience to put Fragments together.Ialso
think it is really important to give student writers and artists a forumfor expressing

themselves."

Quote: "Seattle University should be proud to have so many talented artists and
writers. It wasa shame that we weren'table to publisheverything that was submitted
because all the poetry and artwork was incredible. To the students ofSU: Thank you for
giving me the opportunity to publish your work."
FATHER JOSEF VENKER, SJ /COURTESY T.BERGERON

Tinsley
Joe
Art Editor

Senior,psychology with visual art minor
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M.S.W. Admissions:
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at 312.915.7289
E-mail.
igonza@luc.edu
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Hometown: Phoenix,Ariz.
FavoritePoet:Stevie Wonder ("He's a
poet at heart")

Favorite Artist:Pablo Picasso and Keith
Haring
Career Plans:To pursue a career helping
people through art.
Why did you want to work for
Fragments? "I was held at knifepointby
Father Venker."

Quote: 'Tom and Jennifer worked extra

hard to preserve the artistic freedom of
expression and to ensure artisticintegrity. It
was really cool to see a good turnout at the
show in support of our littlecommunity of
artists and writers at SU."
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Pedrothe Lion christens the Meow Meow
BRYAN BINGOLD
Staff Writer

Portlandis similar to Seattle in
manyrespects.Thecontinuingbattle
for alcohol-free all-ages venues is

just one of the similarities. But
whereas Seattle's 21+ music clubs
have rallied together topromote allages shows along with21+ shows,
Portland's clubshave yet to follow
in suit.
However, all-ages clubs keep
popping up, fighting to stay open
for a couple of months before they
are forced to close. Now, another
one has joinedthe fight.
Meow Meow opened Friday,
April 28, withPedro theLion as the
christening band. Touring for their
new album, Winners Never Quit,

Pedroplayedtoa crowd whoenthusiastically sang all the lyrics to the
songs.
Meow Meow, aclub intendedfor
music and other artistic events, is
onthenicer sideof alI-ages venues.
Itis well lit,smoking is notallowed,
and there is a candybar and sitting
room.Witha high-tech sound system, Meow Meow sounds better
thanmostmusic venuesin theNorth-

lyrical line and were at times ahead
of Bazan.
Pedrohas acertain songstructure
that follows the pioneering Pixies
and masteredby Nirvana.Thechoruses are loud and emotional, and
the verses are quiet, subdued and
passionate. The crowd was jittery
during the choruses, their bodies
twitchinginspastic ecstasy.During
the verses, they would scream out
the lyrics thatdealt withpain, loss,
sorrow andlife's difficulties.It was
veryrefreshing to see a crowd that
seemed more intothe show than the
band.
Pedro theLion is not very active
on stage,and their musicrequires a
lot ofconcentration. Thisis usually
interpreted as disinterest for the
show they are playing.
But Pedro couldn'tfool the audience at Meow Meow. If anything
the crowd drove the band to be
moreintense,more active,andmore
emotional. With Pedro the Lion,

FRESHMEN OFTHEWfeEK

Openingthe showwas Ida, aquiet
five-piece that failed to keep the
audiences' attention. Though Ida's
music was soft, pulsatingand beautiful, it didn't transfer into a good
live show.The band was tooinani-

Janaya Sullivan

mate. Unable to play the various
keyboards and guitars that littered

the stage,Ida had to sit down.

*
*

The stage at Meow Meow is not
very high off the ground, which is
really great for energetic bands to

"dedicated"
CAMPUS VOLUNTEER

Strong member of

SuCheer
An asset to
Seattle University

*
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Hector Herrera
* President of

*
*
*
*

FRESHMAN COUNCIL
Fall 2000 OA
KSUB DJ
Provides a voice for
Freshmen on campus
"Diligent" towards
all endeavors

:
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T^g

JakeDixon
Campus Tour

*

*

Guide
Exellent Student

*

*

that night.
Startingoff withasongthatwould
have made Neil Young proud,
Walsh wovea couple of tales that
empathized with disenchantment.
Walsh's set was short, sweet and
prepared the anxious crowd for the
main course.
Afteranexchangeof instruments,
Pedro the Lion came out roaring.
Thecrowdeagerlyanticipatedeach

*

"3

John Seaman

*

Lion on variousdates with a selectionfromhis soloprojects, and was
a pleasant surprise for the crowd
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Cover artfrom PedrotheLion's mostrecent releaseWinner'sNeverQuit.
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connect with the audience. But the
people in theback ofthe room were
having trouble seeingIda on stage.
Thusconversation ensued and the
band'smusic was lost toIda's fans.
As soonasPedro gotonstage, the
conversations ceased. The crowd
was here to see Pedro and gave
them their full attention. With the
addition of new band members,
T.W.Walsh onbass and TreyMany
on drums, the crowd was expecting
Pedro to unleash a flurry of emotionally chargedsongs.Eventually,
they did.
The band got up on stage and
tuned their respective instruments.
Singer/guitaristandPedro the Lion
personified David Bazan checked
hisguitar, thevocalmic andthen sat
behind the drum set.The audience
looked confused which Walsh
grabbed the guitar and Many took
up the bass.
"Hi,inanother formweareknown
as Pedro the Lion," Walsh told the
crowd."But rightnow weare going
to play a coupleof my songs."
Walsh had opened for Pedro the

that is quite a feat to accomplish.
The band's response was awkward. They weren't comfortable
enough tomeet thedemandsof their
fans. But the fans seemed not to
care, as they continued their onslaught of energetic singing and
bopping.
Afteran hour set, Pedro the Lion
said their good-byes and left the
stage, exhausted. But the crowd
wouldn't have it. Not that night.
Feet stomped, fists pounded and
voices collected togetherina chant
that increased in volume until the
snare drum wasrattling. Pedro answered the call and played a rather
tiredencore.
TheMeow Meow did notlook as
most venues do aftera show.There
was hardly any trash lying about
and nothing was destroyed. Perhaps this will be the all-ages club
that survives in the local music
scene.

Always willing to
Help

.

ASSU Rep

*

Devoted to Service
on& off Campus
Participated in
Spring Break Trip
to Ecuador

Involvedin
Intramural Sports

Sponsoredby theOffice of Freshman Success in BelUarmine 110, 296-2260
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Editorial
Gonzaga cancels Planned
Parenthood talk to preserve
Catholic ideals
Once again theissue offree speech versus retaining a religiousidentity
has raised some eyebrows at a Catholic university. This week, Planned
Parenthood and concerned students accused Gonzaga University of impeding their students' right to free speech when Gonzaga University
President Father Robert Spitzer, SJ cancelled a campus talk.
Father Spitzer, a former professor at Seattle University, usedhis veto
power as president tocancel the talk due to PlannedParenthood's stance,
and anticipated endorsement of abortion. Abortion is one of the most
controversial issues theCatholicChurch has had to deal with,especially
on theeducational level.Receiving pressure from the Catholic Church to
maintain specific ideals and viewsof certain issues, Catholic universities
often find themselves making difficult decisions that are unpopular with
diverse university communities.
Private Jesuit and Catholic universities have long been dealing with
theseproblems, anditis time to recognizethe greaterissue of "freedomof
education"versus "religious tradition." While it is certainly understandable that the structure for any Jesuit university begins with itsCatholic
identity, shouldn't autonomy for free thought be built into this present
structure?
In the Feb. 17 issue ofThe Spectator,the subject ofcondomdistribution
on campus was met by the administration with silent objection.Were the
students of SU meant to interpret this as a signal toward theliberalization
of ourJesuit university or as a way tonot vocallyunderminethe students'
right to freedomofchoice?Gonzagahas bravelycome to the forefront and
declared itself intolerable to "the killingof an innocent [life]." At the very
least, Gonzaga has made clear their stance on the issue.
It isthe hope ofFather Spitzer thatotherCatholic universities willfollow
suit.But is Gonzagasetting theright precedent?IsSU breakingground for
a "don't ask, don't tell"method ofeducation?
A Jesuit education is one that was meant to integrate the Catholic

AIDS is no longer the
'other person's'problem
Infecting 5000 people per day, AIDS is a global
disease that belongs to everyone, liberal or not

lifestyle and teachings with a broader, liberal education. It is time to
reevaluatethe purpose and function ofthis type ofeducationand evolve
our presentmethod of thinking to include the changes of our world over
I
had not thought of my friend's
the past century. There are now more issues to take into consideration
when dealing with an education that is meant to prepare students for life father in quite a while.
The last time Ihad seen him, he
outside the campus. Planned Parenthood helps to educate students on the
in a small room at the side of
lay
realities of a sexually active life. This issue should be considered an
university,
priority
their house. An IV stand stood beof any
educational one andeducation shouldbethe first
side
his low bed, the last piece of
religiously affiliated or not.
furniture in what had once been a
cozy office, and years before, my
friends ownbedroom.
Dimlight filled the space;I
think
itwascandles. Ionly caughthiseye
for a moment, since Iwas walking
by
asthedooropened,andthepeople
ASSU Council elections are beingheld Tues. May 9, with 15 worthy
in
the room were having a private
candidatesall vying torepresentthe SeattleUniversitystudent body for the
visit. Laying therein that sad little
2000-2001 school year.
bed,he was a ghost of his former
This year there are a few candidates that stand out and deserve to be
Complications fromAIDS had
recognized for their past commitment and vision for the future of SU's self.
witheredhim,in only a year's time,
student body.
eyes lookingback at me
Running for At-largeRepresentative,Matt Sanderl gives a specific and so that the
ofthat
out
shadowedroom seemed
optimistic plans for better integration of the ASSU council and the
for his face.
large
too
students.As well,he is in favor of the distributionof condoms oncampus. far
I
don't
think
he recognized me,
It is refreshing to see candidates not shying away from controversial
and Iturned from that unknowing
issues.
look in shame and fear, letting the
For the first time in ASSU history a candidate is presently not in the
door
closebeside me.
country while running for office. Adam Albach is hoping his name and
Eight
years later, sitting in front
picture alone will be enough to beat Sullivan Scholar and YoungDemonewspaper box on a Sunday
a
of
crats' president Simon Ferreta in theSenior Representative race. Simon morning,
that old feeling of shame
has been workingall year tobring theissues andthe candidates themselves
crept up my spine as Iread about
of national and local city elections to campus through the Young Demo-

Candidates to consider for
this year's election

Joshua
Russert
Spectator Columnist
longer.
Shame. Shame on me andeveryone like me, for sitting by for two
decades as a war has raged in the
bodies of fellow worldcitizens.
Since the first cases of the virus
began to be made public two decades ago, the disease has always
been "someoneelse's problem." It
was the bogeyman of homosexuals
in the beginning, and later a "punishment" for IV drug users.
Soon it was discovered that all
sex could lead to the transmission
of the HIV virus, and that unsafe
sex (read 'loose sex') was spreading the contagionto formerlyunaffected groups.
As AIDS spread to white, sober,
straight men, the concern for government intervention began to be
realized. Groups like ACT-UP,
pushing constantly for visibility of

certain risks.
So Isat by as peopledied. Ifelt

the pain of others; Ishook my head
sadly at the latest reports of the
newly infected and bought shoes
from the Chicken Soup Brigade
thrift shop.
In legal terms, it might be said
that Iwas guilty of collaboration;

"Silence is equal to acquiescence."
Likewise, the governmentis now
onlybeginning to realizethe devastating scope of AIDS. Unfortunately,even this latest push for increased foreign aid to combat the
disease is considerably too little,
too late.The doublingofthe budget

—

—

request to $245 million is only

a fraction of the $4 billion considered adequate to fund prevention

and treatment in sub-Saharan Africa alone, which is only one of
several "hot spots" considered at
risk for devastating losses of life
over the next ten years.
Of the13 milliondeaths relatedto
AIDS/HIV, 11million havebeen in
Africa. WorldHealthOrganization
figures show an infection rate of
almost 5,000 people a day in sub-

Saharan Africa.

Iwant to walk intoCongressand
say, "Itis no longer the 'other perthe disease when it was just a "gay
sons' problem."
problem," werehelpedby the truly
Iwant to tell them what Ifinally
indiscriminate nature of the epilearned myself, that my own selfdemic.
assurance of safety had onlyled to
AIDS does not really careif you lessaction being
taken on behalf of
aregay orstraight, black orwhiteor
suffering.
those
recent decisions by the White brownor tan. Male or female does
crats.
Iwish Icold travel back in time
notmatter.Neither do religion, lack
House.
by that bed in thatdark room,
Abi Jones is running for Junior Representative and willmake a strong
andsit
BartonGellman,reportingforThe of religion, or moral and social
anddefinitive showingwithherinsistence thatASSUCouncil should have
my friend's father that I
and
tell
WashingtonPost, had written that standing.
an opinion on social justice, andother student issues.
want to start over again, that this
had forIt is onlyin thelast few years that
SophomoreAnnetteGaeth has workedhard this year toget to know the the Clinton administration
time, I'll do better. I'll do more. I
mally
as
a
threat
to
I
have
come to understand that the
declared
AIDS
student,
Gaeth
the
currently
works for
wishI
couldwalk through that closschool community. A transfer
security.In particular, the disease belongs to all of us. As
national
ing
run
a
on
the
needs
of
campaign
focusing
ASSU council and has so far
doorandlookhimin the eyeand
epidemic could "toppleforeigngov- liberal or open-minded as Ihave
students.
tell him that Iwon'tlet him die as
ernments, touch offethnic wars and always thought myself, there was
the 'otherperson,' and that he will
of wqrk in building always a small part in the back of live throughme, becauseIam ready
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of undo decadesdemocracies
abroad." my mind that considered AIDS the to own
free-market
this disease.
Steven P. ford, Katie Ching and sonia Ruiz.
To travel so freely through time, 'other person' disease.It is not that
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of
from that quietmoment lookinginto Iconsidered the 'other person' as Joshua Russert is a junior
necessarily
thoseof
the
a dying man's eyes to the present bad or deservingof the illness, just majoiring in communication. His
the authors andnot
address
is
SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS STUDENT day tells me that the shameIfeel is that, well,thecircumstances in their e-mail
an emotion not to be ignored any life led to choices that contained russerj©seattleu. edu.
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You've been eating chemically altered food today

Scientists are changing the genetic make-up offoods that legally go unlabeled
Lynda

Arakelian
Spectator Columnist
What is in our food?
The saying, "you are what you
eat," has become an increasingly
frightening concept, since few of
us know exactly what we are consuming in regards to the by-products of food processing, it is extremely difficult now to tellexactly
whereourfoodhas come from due
to the complex agricultural systems we have created and to the
lack of labelingassociatedwith the
processes. Does this make you
eventhe littlestbit uneasy?
Even though certain agricultural

tion of pesticides, combined with
GE processes and irradiation after
harvest, creating a combination

of
frightfully unnatural processes that
produce what are properly called
"Frankenfoods."
Genetic engineering is the practice of altering ordisrupting the genetic blueprintsof livingorganisms.
By breaking down fundamental genetic barriers between humans,animalsandplants through the
insertionofthe genesof nonrelated species,gene-altered
organisms are created that
technologies have increased crop pass these genetic changes
yields to feed morepeople, the de- onto their offspring, permavelopmentof agribusinesshas also nently altering their genetic
brought with it the use of toxic
This serious alteration of
pesticides and herbicides, genetic
engineering, and most recently, the biological environment,
food irradiation, which is an at- without adequate informatemptto killbacteria throughioniz- tion or science is enough to make
ing radiation. Our public policies anyone uncomfortable.
are not looking out for our best
Gene-altered crops are incredibly
unpredictable
because they can reinterestsby their lack of informaproduce,migrate
bio-engineered
and mutate.Once
tion ontheeffectsof
released,
crops
foods.
these
are
it is liter-

whetherornot tobuy irradiated and
GE foods.
Those that support suchpractices
are avoiding the possibility of longterm effects on human health, the
need to test the effects, and the
support irradiationgives to factory

farming.
Should we have to sit back and
wonder whether we will suffer
health ailments because what we
are eating has been poisoned, genetically engineered,or irradiated,
withouthaving the option to avoid
suchfoods?
Our public policy should not be
based on what science proves tobe
harmful tohuman health,butshould
be based on precaution and the fact
that science does notprove GEand
irradiated foods are anything
butharmless.

Biotechnology industries
and agribusinesses continue
to support environmentally
unsustainable practices that
will need to be dealt with at
the root before itis toolate to
revert back toconventionally
sustainable waysof farming.
In the meantime, we have
Oyears,
right
andpotatoes.Withinfive to1
toknow what weare eating
the
the biotechnology industry asserts because, if we really are what we
thatalmost100 percentofU.S.food eat, and we continue eating
and fiber will be genetically engi- "Frankenfoods," we may follow in
neered.
the tragic footsteps of Dr.
Without labels on irradiated Frankenstein'smonster.If weconfoods, epidemiologists will never tinue standing complacently by,
be able to determine the healthef- thereis no guarantee that our indifects ofirradiated foods in the diet. vidualandenvironmental health will
These foods need to be labeled be- be protected.
causeof theinadequate science and
vitamin loss caused by irradiation
shouldbe disclosed.

Within five to 10 years, the biotechnology
industry asserts that almost 100 percent of U.S.
food andfiber willbe genetically engineered.

ally impossible to recall the geneti-

"Frankenfoods"

While international agreements
bat them without addressing the
problem of unsustainable agricul- havebeenmade regardingthe reguture.
lation of genetically engineered
foods, much controversy still surNuked foodis clean food
rounds how strict these regulations
Creating GEfoodsthat areherbi- will be and what the importance of
cide resistant and thatproduce their labeling holds.
own pesticides poses the problem
of pests and weeds unavoidably What youdon't know can
evolving into pesticide or herbi- hurt you
TheU.S.FoodandDrug Admincide-resistant insects. They willrequire stronger chemicals to killoff istration has been very reluctant to
regulate andtestgeneticallyaltered
these new insects.
foods, despite the warnings of the
is
of
Foodirradiation the process
bombarding foods withionized ra- European Union and other sciendiation from nuclear material, X- tificorganizations, whichhascalled
rays or high-speed electrons from for a global ban on GE foods.
A few ofthe currently unlabeled
electronic guns.Irradiation is used
mainly to kill bacteria from fecal foods grown in the U.S. include
contamination of meat andpoultry, soybeans, corn, canola, tomatoes

cally engineeredorganisms back to
In altering the natural make-up the laboratory.
Also, wind,rain,birds, bees and
offoods, scientistshave unleashed
adverse environmental and health insect pollinators havebeguncarryeffects not yet fully understood. ing the altered pollen into adjoining
And weare buying these foods in fields, and pollen from genetically
our supermarkets without even engineered com was found to be
knowing it!
poisonous to Monarch butterflies.
The agriculture and biotechnolThe problem is,scientists do not
ogy industries have created and know whatpoisons willbeproduced
—
continue to worsen the applica- andif they can create a way tocom-

—

but also to kill bacteria on food
produced in unsanitary conditions.
The biggest problem irradiation
attempts to solve is that
agribusinesses could not afford to
combat the outbreaksof E-coliand
salmonella,so instead, they are trying tocover itup with further tech-

nological manipulation.
Animal studies have shown adverse health effects of irradiation,
suchas tumors,kidneyfailure, death
of offspring andmiscarriages. Also,
irradiation depletesvitamincontent
in ourfood.Iflabeling ofirradiated
foods is not required,they willsoon The right to choose
become as common as genetically
Above all,peopleshouldbeable
engineered foods are now.
to make their own decision on

Lynda Arakelian is a senior
majoring in ecological studies.
Her e-mail address is
lyndaa@seattleu.edu.

Ifit's happening in the U.S., then it must be important
IMF, World 3ankproteete are not eudden trendebut long-fought atrugglee
Molly

McCarthy
Spectator Columnist
While the press had a heyday
with the IMF/World Bank protests in DC, they virtually ignoredtheIMF/WorldBank protestsinBolivia the weekbefore.
This is unfortunate;the protests
inBolivia weremuchmoretelling of the problems with the
IMFand World Bank.
Thousands of Bolivians took
to the streets for several weeks
inprotest over the privatization
of their water system. Under a
billpassedby theBolivian government, citizensfaced notonly
being charged for removing
waterfromlocal wells,but wa-

The Spectator

terratehikes due to the government
decision to sell public water sys-

tems to a foreigncorporation.

Citizens of the city of
Cochabamba faced rate hikes of as
muchas $20 per month or more, a
ridiculous proposition ina country
where the minimum wage is less
than $100 per month. TheBolivian
government had arranged to sell
Cochabamba' s water system to
Aquas del Tunari,aprivatecorporationcontrolled by the Bechtel Corporation,basedin SanFrancisco.
While more than a thousand
people were arrested in DC, five

protesting World Bank and IMF
policies in Bolivia. The Bolivian
government finally ended their
"stateofemergency"(wherepolice
hadfreerein toarrest orkillanyone
engaged in political protest activity, among other horrors), and
backed out oftheir agreementwith
Bechtel, after local Catholic and
unionleadersintercededontheprotesters' behalf.
Thesale ofCochabamba's water
system is only the most recent development of fifteen years ofeconomic restructuring in Bolivia,
thanks to the IMF and the World
Bank.
IMFandWorldBanklendmoney
todevelopingnations under certain
conditions theycall"StructuralAdjustment Programs." SAPs force
countries like Bolivia to privatize
their economies, selling off publiclyheld services to foreigncorporations. In the last fifteen years.

privatization of their airline,train,
and electric utility systems.
In order to receive funding from
the IMF and the World Bank, the
Bolivian governmentwas forced to
agree to the privatization of services that are vital to their citizens,
and the resulthas been widespread
suffering thanks to the increased
costof merely survivinginBolivia.
Maria Teresa Segada, a sociologist at the HigherUniversity ofSan
Andres, said that Boliviancitizens
are tired of suffering: "When the
neoliberal economic model was
implemented in 1985, government
leaders asked the Bolivian people
for patience andsacrifice, but now,
fifteen years later,patience has run
out."
Bolivia is but one example of
how the policiesof theWorld Bank
and the IMFhurt ordinary citizens
in the developing world.Time and
time again their policies have fa-

like Bechtel,overtheneeds ofthe
people.
These unjust institutions must
be abolished; they have done far
more harm than good, yet they
continue to argue that they are
helping developing nations. Every country should be allowed to
dictate their own economic policies and notbeforced tosell outto
foreigninterests andcorporations.
The World Bank andIMFprotests inDC marked the first time
U.S.citizens have joined in this
worldwide struggle. Severaltimes
I
heard afriendofminetellreporters in DC "Last week, Bolivia.
This week,DC. Next fall,Prague
[the nextWTO Ministerial]. Our
resistance is as multinational as
capital!" Amen.
Moily McCarthy is a junior
majoring insociology. Here-mail
address
is
mcubed@seattleu.edu.
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Softball ends with big win on final day
DREW HERDENER
Staff Reporter
It wasnot forlack of effort, heart
oreven skill,but theRedhawk soft-

another upset against the Wildcats
in the first half of Thursday's twin
bill,but blew itonfieldingmishaps
and virtually nonexistent hitting in
the closing innings.
Seattle took advantage of two
Western errors to open the game
and strung together a couple of
singles to jumpto a 3-0 lead in the
first inning. Although they di
not put an
more runsonth
board,
th
Redhawks were
flaw I c s
through four in
nings as starte

the game. The Vikings scored two red-hot Central team to extra inruns in the seventhonan error and nings in both games of the doublea wild pitch to pull out the 5-3 header.
victory despitea solid performance
The Wildcats entered the game
out of postseason contention but
by Goodwin.
The same Redhawk imperson- riding ahot streak, winning seven
ators that took the field in the fifth of 11 games.
stayed on for game two. In a game
In game one, the Redhawks
hardly worth mentioning ifyou are swapped runs with the Wildcats in
the regulation
seven innings,
forcing the
game into extra
innings knotted

ball seasoncame and went without
a first-ever postseasonappearance.
But do not let that fool you into
thinking the season was not a successful one.
Contrary to whatlegendary Packers' coach Vince Lombardi might
say,athletic success cannot always
be measured in wins and losses,
at 1-1. Central
particularly at the collegiate level.
Rather,itis about the improvement
gained a one
run edge in the
of an individual athlete or team
are
top of the
because those
the strides that
eighth, giving
eventually lead to victory. Success, MmdiGoodwin
Seattle achance
measured by that formula, certainly entered the fifth
to win it with a
defines theRedhawksthis past sea- inning with
son.
perfect game.
pair of runs.
Never once in 35 regular season
It wasas if an
And they responded to the
games did the Redhawks fail to go entirely new
challenge,scordownswingingor play theirhardest team took the
ing two runs.
until the final out. And in a sense, field for the
Annette
even without the magical playoff Redhawks in
berth,itall paid off.TheRedhawks' the fifth. Th
Gaeth
led off
BEN STANGLAND / PHOTO EDITOR
the inning with
nine wins this season surpassed the Vikings' lead Frosh BrittanySullivan sprints tofirst base.
a single and
win totalsof both the first and sec- off
hitter
ond seasons of SU softball, and Bethany Hoeschen, reached on an a Seattle fan, the Vikings blasted then advanced to third base on a
came against a remarkably more error to break up the perfect game, the hapless Redhawks 15-0. The ground out by Casey Sprute and a
difficult plate of opponents.Seattle and Coni Posey followed with a Redhawks gave up nine unearned Sara Junkin walk. Frosh phenom
also upset the best team in the na- single tobreak up theno-hitter.The runs on seven errors, including a Brittany Sullivan continued heroftion at the Division II level, Vikingscontinued to loadthebases, nine-run fourth inning as Western fensive dominance, slamming a
butGoodwinpitchedherwayout of cruised to an easy shelling. Offen- double toleft field,driving inGaeth
Humboldt State.
its
season
off
this
it
to preserve the shutout. But that sively, well, the big donut speaks to tie the game and advancing
polished
SU
past weekat LoganField with a pair was only a hint of the disaster that foritself.Viking starterNancy Mills Junkin, who represented the game
improved to 10-0 on the season in a winning run, to third. Angelique
ofPacific WestConference double- ensued.
headersagainst Western WashingWestern scoredthree runs in the three-hit shutout.
Bredice played hero, dropping a
Twodayslateronaparents-week- bunt down the third base line to
ton University and Central Wash- sixth inning to tie the game and
ingtonUniversity.
received some help from Seattle on end Saturday, the Redhawks were drive in Junkin on a sweet sqeeze
The Redhawks had a chance at more errors in the seventh to win back to their old selves, forcing a play.
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Bredice's game winning RBI
capped off a huge game in which
she went 3-for-3 and added a walk.
Gaeth also had a big game one,
going 2-for-3 and scoring a huge
run in the eighth.
After snapping their eight game
losing streak, the Redhawks didnot
want to see theirseason come toan
end as theypushed thesecondgame
into extra innings as well.
In game two, starter Cheryl
Johnson pitched seven innings of
shutout ball while the Redhawks
were unable to manufacture any
offense, forcing the game to another dramatic eighth inning.
Goodwin came on in relief in the
eighth but gave up four hits and
three runs to give the Wildcats the
3-0 edgeheading intothebottomof

the inning. But the Redhawks had
nomore tricksleft in thebag as they
were unable to score, giving the
Wildcatsthe victory. Sullivan went

2-for-4 in the losing effort.
If you are Humboldt State or
Western Washington, going 3-17
in the PacWest and 9-26 overall is
inexcusable.But forSU,takinginto
considerationall the adversity, the
season can be chalked up as a success.

In just his second season at the
helm of the burgeoning program,
head coach Jim Gentleman is following the oldsaying, "if you have
lemons, make lemonade." Gentlemaninheriteda team twoyearsago
that would havebeen lucky to beat
a mediocre high school team and

See Softball on page 17
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Redhawk women's tennis falls at regionals
Alexis Juday-Marshall
Staff Reporter
TheSeattleUniversity women'stennis team
posted an impressive showing last weekend
against stiff competition during their foray
into NAIA Regionals in Lewiston,Id.
The Redhawks' Melisa Biscayno was
named the NAIA Region ITennis Playerof
the weekforheroutstandingplay inRegional
competition.Biscayno finished the weekend
competition undefeated, winning all five of
hermatches without losing a set. Herimpressiveperformances helpedtheRedhawksclaim
a fourth place finish in the tournament.
"She's very dedicated to the game of ten-

nis," sophomore teammateand doubles partner Jessica Fry said. "She's definitely the
kind of player you can look up to."
It appeared her teammates did. They followed her example as the Redhawk women
battled valiantly against Southern Oregon
UniversitySaturday in theirsemifinalmatch.
Unfortunately,they fell 5-4, knocking them
out of the tournament.
"It was a rough weekend," Fry said. "We
tried our very hardest."
"It was pretty tough," Biscayno said. "It
could have gone either way."
Biscaynoand Fry claimedtheNo. 1spotin
doubles competition,as they went undefeated
in allof their matches. The pair improved to

12-3 on the season in nomber one doubles
play.
With her strong individual performances,
Biscaynoimproved her record to 11-3 on the
season in singles play. Sheremained perfect
at 7-0 against NAIA opponents.
The SU women charged past Evergreen
State College 9-0 on Friday morning. Team
members Fry, Denise Ayakawa andCaitlin
Harrisonposted1st, 2nd,and4th placesingles
finishes respectively. All three won their
matches without dropping a single set.
In doubles competition, Fry and Biscayno
wontheNo.1doubles match, 8-0.Theteam's
winonFriday setup thesemifinal showdown
Saturday morning against Southern Oregon

University.
The team believedthatthough theirseason
may have ended a little too soon for their
liking, there were still lessons learned.
"We grew everyday," Biscayno said. "I
know that for sure. We knew that as longas

the team put in 100 percent, and put their
hearts out on the line, the outcome didn't
matter."

Though their seasonhas ended,the women
will regroup and focus on next year. Many

will compete individually in open tournaments during the summer,inhopes that when
nextyear's challengingseasoncomes around,
they will be ready to swing past thecompetition.

Row, row, row your
despite loss
Softball:
sucessfull
boat swiftly as a team From 16
page

Ford Clary
Sports Editor
TheSeattle University crew teams willend
their season this Saturday, May 6, in the
Windermere Cup Races.
The Opening Dayregatta willbe runonthe
MontlakeCutnear the host, theUniversity of
Washington. The day's events will feature
the US Naval Academy men's and women's
teams as well as the men's and women's
national teams from Egypt.

to students wanting to row.Itis also a major
honor because Seattle University has never
competed in Opening Day. This is the first
time in SUhistory,"TimRaffo, of themen's
varsity four, said.
The Redhawks have been training since
fallandhopefully theirefforts willculminate
with a strong showing.
"We want to be competitive.We want to
end ourseasononahigh note. We reallyhave
nothing to lose. Weare goingtoenjoyrowing
on a stage as big as Opening Day and turn
some heads doing it," Raffo said.
For those Spectator spectators this Saturday will provide a chance to see some topnotch rowing and pure competitive spirit.
The Redhawks are showing no fear as

The SU men's varsity four will take to the
waterat 10:33 a.m. while the women's varsity four will race at 10:35 a.m.
In their final regatta of the season the
Redhawks look to make the best of a huge
opportunity.
Saturday approaches.
"The Opening Day regatta is the biggest
"We really want peopleto notice our proregatta on the West Coast and is watched by gram and know that Seattle University canso many people that rowingona stage thisbig not be pushed around," Raffo said.
is very important to us. It gives us exposure

SU Hockey team
takes league title
SCOTT VAN AMBURG
Staff Reporter
The Seattle University hockey club team capped an amazing
turnaround this season winning the Cascade Hockey League
Championship game last Sunday night.
SU's victim was the Seattle Police squad team known as the
Bullets.The action was fast and furious, as wouldbe expectedin
a championship game.
TheRedhawks got outof the gate quickly, scoring two goalsin
the first four minutes of action. The police team did not go down
easily, however, scoring two goals to tie the match.
SU ralliedandscoredoncemore to end thefirst period with a 32 lead. However, the Bullets took the momentum back, and took
over the second period, scoring two goals to SU's one. The stage
was set foradramatic finishwiththe scoreknotted at 4-4goinginto
the final 20 minutesof action.
TheRedhawks took the lead once again with a goal by Andrew
Wahl earlyin the thirdperiod.Then, with about 12 minutesofplay
remaining, team captain Nick Lockwood was whistled for a
hooking violation,SU's onlypenalty ofthe game. Thepolice team
had four violations.
After disputing the call witha referee,Lockwoodproceeded to
get kicked out of the contest formisconduct. This gave the Bullets
a four-minute power play, but they were unable to capitalize.
There wereno further goals the rest of the way,and SUheld on for
a 5-4 victory.
When asked tocomment on the season,Lockwood saidhe was
pleased with the team's improvement: "Lastyear we finished last
in the league, we went from worst tofirst.The seasonstarted slow,
but after five games we started picking it up and winning. There
were lots of improvements from last year, even just within the
season."
The team placed third in the regular season going into the

|

transformeditintoagiantkiller thatknocked
off number one ranked Humboldt State on
April 13.
Gentleman's Redhawks have improved
in both seasons under his leadership and
recorded nine wins for the first time this
season. Hedid so withlimited numbers on
his roster, a shallow talent pool, thin funding andoneof the toughest schedules at the

itself. If Miller and Junkin are the team's
emotional leaders, sophomore Annette
Gaeth and frosh Brittany Sullivan stepped
forward to lead the Redhawkson the field
thisseason. Thepair combined for the bulk
of the Redhawk offense and came through
with key hits all season long. They also
formeda solidoutfield combo incenter and
right field.
Gaeth, in her first season of play for SU,
Division IIlevel.
It took a team effort, but four players was alsonamed to thePacific WestConferstand out as instrumental to the overall ence all-star team.
improvement. Over the long haul,co-capAfter nearly making the postseason this
tains Holly Miller and Sara Junkin have year, you cannot help but begin to look
remained the emotional leaders of the forwardtonext year. TheRedhawks return
Redhawks. Both have been with the team a solid crew of veterans, including Gaeth,
sinceits infancy three years ago and main- Sullivan,Goodwin, Bredice, Johnson and
tained a remarkable sense of optimism and Casey Sprute to a solid recruiting class
confidence around the team, both on the Gentlemencontinues to build.
field and on campus.
This season, the stat sheet speaks for

Perhaps next year an articJe in the first
week of May will be a playoff preview.

Research Paper clinics

: The Lemieux Library Reference Department will offer Research Paper Clinics

j

April 24

- May 19, 2000

"
Librarians will give indiviclualizecl assistance In:
"
Defining your research topic
"
Developing search strategies
ftilizing online an4print resources.
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" Sign up at the Reference Desk. 2ni Floor. Lemieux Library, with a topic in mind. "

Team
SJLDance
HQHes
you to come to an
meeting

Jj^Hßormational

r

Wednesday
May10th (£) 7pm
1891Boom [Bellarmine Lobby]

We perform at SU basketball games andother community events.
Everyone is welcome!!

playoffs.
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Associated Students of Seattle University
Marianas Club presents the
jgfe*
AttnntiAn all
al CnniArc*
A"ntlOn
jgilk Bth Annual Fiesta !

(MMmiSP
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"EstonanTaotao-Mami: The Story of Our People"
MUy 6'6' 200
Campion Ballroom
MM
Featuring: 15 different traditional dishes, Ancient
Chamorro Chants, cultural dances, live music, free gifts
and,much more. $8 in advance $10 at the door. Tickets on sale® the
Kn
i v
v
c
c
i
or see any Marianas club
CAC
member.
For
more information
e-mail:
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SeniOf Week IS COming May 2 1 thrOUgh26!

|

WITH THE MARINERS
Wednesday, May 17 at Safeco Field 7:05 p.m.

| -SENIOR NIGHT

-...„
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SPEAK-OUTS
All
week
noon-1 p.m. and 3:30-4:30 p.m.
r Bunk in the SUB.
„.
, Upper
«
up
Comelisten to your fellow
seniors or sign
j
e>
r yourself!

7°
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~ ,
ajacruz@yahoo.com
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| -SENIOR BB<X, JAM SESSION AND POWDER

Hui 'O Nani proudly
you
brings
r
J
d to
Aloha Week 2000

AME
*?*/
5J
Monday,May 22 onUnion r
Green

j
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"Ul s General Store

'
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Monday night football. Show
the underclass women in a match on UnionGreen with your SU
faculty as referees Senior guys Come, enjoy a burger, listen to live
music and cheer on the girls

I

-

Monday,May 8 from 11 a.m.- 1p.m.
Hui clothing for sale (reduced prices)
Food, snacks and VariousHawaiian

craft items for sale

"

.«.*n
at
5:30 p.m. Attn: «Senior women
up (no cleats) at 5:45 p.m. to take on

~
I SEliI<>R PRAYER SERVICE

*

-

Tuesday- Ma 23 at St IBnatiusI8natius at BPm8 P m Take a break from the
week and reflect upon your experience with your SUcommunity.

I
I

j -SENIOR/FACULTY WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
Wednesday,May 24. Invite your professor or administrator to the
Jointly collaborated with Campion Tower Council Wednesday,May 10
Upper
SUB from 4:30 6 p.m. Bring ID please,
from 7-9:30 p.m. in Campion Ballroom. Enjoy local SU talent and
Island Blend

entertainment. Free refreshments from Hawaii. Excellent door prizes.
Win a ticket to Hui 'ONani's 39th AnnualLuau. Free admission.
Lei Dau
Tuesday,May 9 from 11:30 a.m.-l p.m. in SUB. Create your own lei!
Yours to keep -it's free!

Plate Lunch

j —SENIOR SLIDE SHOW AND THIRSTY THURSDAY
*
May { j Pigott Aud at 8p m Bring in pictures from your last four
years inan envelope to the ASSUoffice (Attn: Senior Rep.)by
ThursdayMay 10* Karaoke at the Breakroom 14thand Madison)
following slide show

<

I
I -SENIOR CRUISE

Friday, May 26. Boards at 7:30 p.m., boat departs at 8 p.m. Mustbe
21+ and bring valid ID Transportation will be provided from SU
meet in Bellarmine lot at 7 p.m. Get your free official class of
2000shirt here!

Thursday,May 11 from 11 a.m.- 1 p.m. in Union Green. Teriyaki meat
and chicken plate ($5), includes juice.

"The Chesterton Society

Congrats to the prize winners of the
Graduation Gala!

Schedule of cve

,

Senior Cruise tickets:Mazvita Maraire, Mary Gwak
Alumni
3in
1party:" Melissa Lee, Brad Elwood,
Michelle Dykes,
„
„.
, ci",
T
T
c
Liv,
Fehciano,
Quitog,
Chuang,Sky
Charisma
Marissa
Jesse
Josephine Hidalgo, Elizabeth Conley,
$50 cash: Jennifer Dv, Cora Real, Norihiro Niki,Patricia Kelly
SU coffee mug: Ching-Yi Chiu
Alumni t-shirts: Jeffery Flood, Lorrie Reyes
Alumnisweatshirt: Megen Johnson
Bookstore class ring:Marissa Monroe

.

..

f

Spring term, 2000:Wednesday, May 24
[n Qn » America: A jjudo-Christian Nation?"
Rabbi
. Casey
.
. ° are held in the
These on-campus discussion meetings
J
\
Commons and begin at 7:30 p.m. All SU students are welcome.
For further information call
Dr. Tadie at (206) 296-5422 or (206) 296-5420.
Sponsored by the Chesterton Society and the Institute on
Character Development.

.

. ...

_
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The SeattleUniversityMarksmanship Club
Trap Shooting:May 8
experienced
Bothnew and
shooters are welcome.The club provides firearms, ammunition,instructionandhearing and
eye protection. Transportation to the range leaves from the front ofXavier Hall 3 p.m.Members may use their own
equipment.For furtherinformation please contact Jacob Faris, President at (206)220-8638, e-mail:farisj@seattleu.edu or
call Dr.Tadie, Faculty Moderator at (206)296-5422.

"
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"he glamor, the fun...
...

|

Brought to youby: Huling Bros., your local Chevrolet dealerand E■'

nnovation

For more information visit www.seattleu.edu/asbe/GMMI/
mmm

§mmmmm
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GueM what* only a few weeks away
QuacUtoek Is coming your waylKeep Friday,
May |2# 2000marked on your calendars.Join
allof SU in some good eatln' and listening to a
variety ofmusic.

Chevrnleff Your
FRFF
ticket CO
to Ve^as»
IOUr r
J^riC CICKeC
Vegas.

Wednesday, May 17th from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Let E-nnovation take you on a Chevrolet adventure to Vegas! Relive
the fun and excitement of Las Vegas in the Quad with free food,
|
games, music, a chance to win round trip tickets to Vegas,
Igraduation tickets, and much more increase your chances of winning
these fabulous prizes by bringing canned food items to "Fill a Chevy"
that will benefit the West Seattle FoodBank!

QuadsfOck

■

m

NOTICE: If your club has been allotted money from the
ASSU Appropriations Committee, you need to request that
money by next Friday, May 12 by 4:30 p.m. If you do not
f
m J fe
wiH lose access tQ those
J
funds If you have any Questions please contact Peter
Koski at x6045.

-

You must resister to vote on-line today,May 4 at the Student Union Building.Ist floorfrom1-3 p.m.
Vote on-line witheballot.net for the upcoming ASSUCouncil Elections!

May 4

Marketplace

,2000

Become a Silver Cloud
Valet

Great research experience opportunity.
15 to 20 hours per week, possibly more
during the summer.
Providesupport toresearchers: errands,
reagant prep, data entry, stocking, etc.
Must have interest in science and some
afternoon availability. Pay is $8.50 per
hour.
Please contact Megan Allison (206)

Silver Cloud Valet, the Northwest's
leading valet service, is now hiring for
both part-time and full-time positions in
the Seattle/Bellevue areas. We have a
number of shifts available days, nights,
weekdays and weekends.
667-6995.
If you are responsible, hard working,
have excellent customer service skills,
1 an
and are interested in making $8-$l
hour, weinvite youto fill out an application at 3901 Stoneway N. Street 100
Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Seattle).
Districtof
We
are
(Wallingford
Research Center
openMonday throughFriday between 8
Lab AidePositions: Part-time
a.m. and 6 p.m. For more information,
Start your medical/research
call Jerry at (206) 633-4944.
career with us!

matography runs. Should be bio field
major if interestedin genetics/molecular
bio w/ cumulativegpa 3.2 or higher. Will
work 15-20hours during academic year
and 20-40 hours during summer.
#JS-10747: Public Health Sciences/
Epistemology Dept. Literature search,
reference manager database, data entry,
specimenhandling,lab maint., assist experiments, solution prep. Reg: college
lab/sci courses, organized and accurate.
PC and lab exp. preferred. 19 hours/
week.
More info @www.fhcrc.org Include
job #, resume and email/fax/mail to:
FHCRC 1300 Valley Street,Seattle, WA
98109,E-mail: jobresponses@fhcrc.org,
FAX (206667-4051, TTY (206) 6676861

Sunny Summer Sitter

Must be organized meticulous & responsible. Salary starts at $8.50 an hour

#SD-10559: Will prepare culture meUW Medical Center
dia , chemical reagents and agar plates;
will self-sort glassware; and will assist
The UW Medical Center patient data
with experiments in microbial and mo- services is looking for students to aid
lecular biology.Collegelevelcourse work in the relocation of our department.
in biology,chemistry and laboratorypre- Applicants should have the ability to
ferred.
communicate both written and orally,
have experience in Word and Excel, be
#SD-1 0658:Two positions.Functional able to bendand lift up to 30 lbs. in a
genomics aims at discovering the func- high productivity environment,and be
tionof as many genes as possibleby use able to give a two month commitment
of high throughput, partially automated (May and June).There willbe a variety
techniques. Willextract DNA fromplants, of shifts available,both full and partStudent Helper Needed
catalog and store seed andplant material, time.Please email resume to
help in setting up and running PCR and
Virology and Immunology research denaturinghigh performance liquidchro- mazurk@u.washington.edu
labs at Harborview need student help.

Family inSewardPark neighborhoodlooking
for responsible person to care for our six
month-old baby from late April to early
August. Part-time, flexible hours
(approximately 16 to 20 hours/week).
Competitive salary; references required.
Please call Lisa at (206) 725-61 13 for more
information.

Jw^\

Graduation Tickets Needed
Ineed your extra graduation tickets,

PLEASE!
Call Romie (206) 779-7306

The Spectator
is where it's at!
To advertise, call
Romie Ponce at
(206) 296-6474 or
fax her at
(206) 296-6477.
The cost for
classifieds is $2
for the first 20
words and 10
cents a word thereafter.
All classified ads
must be submitted
by Friday at 5 p.m.
for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay

'Viecoras
York style "Tizza

Original

jL *%tfy?{
{wi

i^^^jLi

Every Thursday

$7,00 17inch
Corner of 14th & Madison
free parking inrear

*Please mention this ad when ordering-valid only with student ID card

The Spectator
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WEEK OF 5/4

Calendar

- 5/10

ON CAMPUS
5/4 "MoralLeadership andBusiness
Ethics" lecture with Al Gini, assistant
professor of philosophy at Loyola
University Chicago in CaseyCommons
@ 5:30 p.m.
-

5/4 "WhenArt isPolitical" discussion
with Barbara Earl Thomas, Father
Josef Venker, SJ and Madelaine S.
Georgette @ 3:30 p.m in Wismer
Center. Followed by artist's opening
reception from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
5/5 and 5/6

- Library/Purchasing

Department Sale Fri. 9 a.m. to p.m.
and Sat. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. @ 1010 E.
Cherry.

-

Campus Ministry Student
Recognition Awards in Campion
Ballroom @ 5:30 p.m.

5/8

5/10 Bite ofSeattle U. from11a.m. to
1p.m. in the Quad.

OFF CAMPUS
-

5/4 Dimitri from Paris @ I- 5/7and5/8 "Fairy Godmothers,
Psychic Friendsand Other Myth
Spy, 9 p.m.
Information" by Lori Hamilton
5/5 ViolentFemmes and El @ Annex Theatre. Sun. 7 p.m.
Destroyo @ Moore Theatre,7 andMon.8 p.m. Tickets $10,call
(206) 517-0399.
p.m. Tickets $19.50.
-

5/6 Blak and Blu Ball @
Center on Contemporary Art.
Tickets $15 members, $20
general, call (206) 728-1980.

-

Third Eye Blind @
Paramount, 8 p.m. Tickets $25.
Call Ticketmaster at (206) 6280888.

5/9

SPORTS
5/4 and 5/5 Men's Tennis @
Lewiston, Idaho for NAIA Region I
Tournament, times TBA.
- Crew @ University of
5/6
Washington for opening Day of
Windermere Gup.
5/6

M
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- Sonics @ Utah, 5 p.m.

